Everybody
Up
Midyear
Final Revision
Name:
Class:

A) Number.
1.tomato 2.peanuts

3. potato

4. onion

B) B)Write
B

sounds -

what’s - salad

(1)

5. potato
chips

6. pepper

C)Circle
1.

3.

(A) omelet

2.

(A) omelet

(B) fruit salad

(B) fruit salad

(C) milk shake

(C) milk shake

(D) smoothie

(D) smoothie

(A) omelet

4.

(A) omelet

(B) fruit salad

(B) fruit salad

(C) milk shake

(C) milk shake

(D) smoothie

(D) smoothie

D
D

D) Circle:
1. (a / an) omelet

2. (a / an) milkshake

3. (a / an) fruit salad

4. (a / an) smoothie

E) Circle:
1. What’s he doing at the post
office?

2. What’s she doing at the
library?

(A) He’s borrowing a book.

(A) She’s watching a movie.

(B) He’s mailing letters.

(B) She’s borrowing books.

(2)

3. What are they doing at the
movie theater?

4. What are you doing at the
park?

(A) They’re shopping.

(A) I’m kicking a ball.

(B) They’re watching a movie.

(B) I’m mailing letters.

5. What’s he doing at the
supermarket?

6. What’s she doing at the
department store?

(A) He’s buying groceries.

(A) She’s buying groceries.

(B) He’s watching a movie.

(B) She’s shopping.

I) Write:
over there

where’s the library I see it. thank you

G)

G) Connect.
1. vet

•

2. bus driver
3. cook

•

4. firefighter

•
•

5. salesperson
6. pilot

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
(3)

help sick animals
fly planes
sell things
fight fires
drive buses
make food

H)Write.
1. What does the cook do?

2. Does the pilot fly planes?

_____________________________________.

_____________________________________.

3. What does the bus driver do?

4. Does the server sell things?

_____________________________________.

_____________________________________.

l) Write:
____________________.

Excuse me._____
is this car?

How much is this _____?

1.

.
____$10,000
.

N.B:
Unit 4 is postponed to the second term

(4)

Answers
A)Number.
1.tomato 2.peanuts

3

3. potato

4. onion

1

5

4

B) B)Write
B

sounds -

what’s - salad

Salad

What’s

Sounds

(5)

5. potato
chips

2

6. pepper

6

C)Circle
1.

3.

(A) omelet

2.

(A) omelet

(B) fruit salad

(B) fruit salad

(C) milk shake

(C) milk shake

(D) smoothie

(D) smoothie

(A) omelet

4.

(A) omelet

(B) fruit salad

(B) fruit salad

(C) milk shake

(C) milk shake

(D) smoothie

(D) smoothie

D
D

D)Circle:
1. (a / an) omelet

2. (a / an) milkshake

3. (a / an) fruit salad

4. (a / an) smoothie

E)Circle:
1. What’s he doing at the post
office?

2. What’s she doing at the
library?

(A) He’s borrowing a book.

(A) She’s watching a movie.

(B) He’s mailing letters.

(B) She’s borrowing books.

(6)

3. What are they doing at the
movie theater?

4. What are you doing at the
park?

(A) They’re shopping.

(A) I’m kicking a ball.

(B) They’re watching a movie.

(B) I’m mailing letters.

5. What’s he doing at the
supermarket?

6. What’s she doing at the
department store?

(A) He’s buying groceries.

(A) She’s buying groceries.

(B) He’s watching a movie.

(B) She’s shopping.

I) Write:
over there

where’s the library I see it. thank you

Where is the library

Over there

I see it
thank you

G)

G) Connect.
1. vet

•

2. bus driver
3. cook

•

4. firefighter

•
•

5. salesperson
6. pilot

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

help sick animals

1

fly planes

6

sell things

5

fight fires
drive buses
make food

4
2
3

(7)

H) Write.
1. What does the cook do?

2. Does the pilot fly planes?

_____________________________________.
He makes Food .

Yes , he does .
_____________________________________.

3. What does the bus driver do?

4. Does the server sell things?

He drives buses .
_____________________________________.

No, he doesn’t .
_____________________________________.

I) Write:
How Much
Excuse me._____

is this car?

Excuse me
____________________
.
shirt
How much is this _____?

1.

.
It’s
____$10,000
.

N.B:
Unit 4 is postponed to the second term

(8)

